Discover
your next
move.
Cloud Discover allows you to see
your environment like never before.
The world of cloud is complex. Understanding
the detail of your current environment
will help you to take that next step.
Macquarie Cloud Services’ Cloud Discover tool, is
here to ensure you have the data at hand to make
informed decisions on what you should do next
– both in the choosing the ideal platform and a
commercial model that’s right for your business.
We’re proud to be Australia’s most recommended
cloud provider with an industry leading
Net Promoter Score of +88. Our experts
are here to ensure your solution is fit for
purpose now as well as into the future.

What to expect:
• Current platform utilisation and
recommendations for right sizing.
• Current network flows including east-west
traffic, with recommendations for enhancing
security posture.
• Information about the Hybrid Cloud
landscape, and the features and limitations
of each type of platform.
• This non invasive engagement will
ultimately result in fully costed options for
Private, Public and Hybrid Cloud solutions.

Sizing cloud environments reliably is not just
about porting existing capacity to cloud,
it is about understanding rightsizing and
optimisations available on different platforms.
Cloud Discover is the tool you need.

1800 004 943
macquariecloudservices.com

#CloudOnly

How it works.
1

Licensing and instructions to install 2 VMware metadata
collection tools into your vCenter environment. (Week 1)

2

Metadata collected is stored in our secure portal within Australia. (Week 2 & 3)

3

Our expert teams analyse your environment from data collected. (Week 3)

4

A full recommendations report prepared by leading consultants. (Week 4)

If you answer yes to any of the questions below get started on
your Cloud Discover Assessment today:
1

Are you thinking of moving or upgrading your current environment but not exactly
sure the best path to take?

2

Would you like a free, zero obligation report outlining recommendations and
suggestions for your cloud environment based on utilisation and right sizing?

3

Do you wish to future proof your IT strategy for a post COVID world?

4

Would your security posture benefit from understanding all traffic flows within your
environment including east-west traffic?

Why Macquarie Cloud Services?

Australia’s most
recommended cloud
provider with an
impressive industry
leading NPS of +88.

Wholly owned and
operated Australian
business ensuring a
secure and sovereign
assessment. All data
gathered and analysed
will remain on shore
with our Australian
based experts.

With the most NV1
certified engineers
in Australia you can
be comfortable that
leading experts are
reviewing and reporting
your environment with
the highest calibre lens.

1800 004 943
macquariecloudservices.com

As the only authentic
Australian hybrid IT
provider, we have a
range of reference
architectures
spanning on premise,
colocation, IaaS and
cloud solutions.

#CloudOnly

